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№ Party Lines Action Current Text Proposed Amendment Explanation/Comment
1 Alternattiva 

Demokratika
8 replace 3. To introduce the principle of own

contribution:
3. As soon as a party receives state
contribution or has parliamentary
representation, an own contribution
will apply according to the following
minimum guidelines:

2 Cyprus Green
Party

14 replace A fixed amount, €50 per return ticket A fixed amount, €20 per return ticket We believe that the amount
initially suggested is too high, we
suggest a smaller amount so that
no party representatives are
excluded due to high personal
contribution costs.

3 Alternattiva 
Demokratika

15-17 replace • As soon as a party receives state
funding or has parliamentary
representation, the EGP will reimburse
a maximum of 50% of the travel costs
incurred

• The own contribution will increase
proportionally according to the amount
of state financing received or the
strength of the parliamentary group

4 Cyprus Green
Party

15-17 replace As soon as a party receives state
funding or has parliamentary
representation, the EGP will reimburse
a maximum of 50% of the
travel costs incurred

As soon as a party receives state
funding or has parliamentary
representation, the EGP will reimburse
75% of the
travel costs incurred

To avoid excluding member
parties and/or specific delegates
due to financial reasons. We
believe 25% contribution is more
than adequate. This is the rule of
most EU programs, so there is
consistency.
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5 Cyprus Green
Party

19-22 delete To apply the criteria for
reimbursement more strictly,
reimbursement will only be
payable after prior approval of the EGP
office of the amount; efforts must be
made to
guarantee the cheapest fare (by
example through early booking)

You are adding bureaucracy to
the process. By introducing
member party's or delegate
contribution to the travel costs,
you are already ensuring more
effective processes and early
booking. But there has to be a
better way than having to go
through the process of explaining
in detail why this ticket and not
the other was chosen, why a
member party was late in
appointing delegates etc.


